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The dependence of the ordering parameter /::,. on the magnetic field strength in thin supercon
ducting films is found. A comparison with the experimental values of !::J. obtained in experi
ments on absorption of a high-frequency field is carried out. 

ALL the quantities characterizing the behavior of 
thin pure superconducting films in a magnetic field 
can be expressed in terms of Green's functions. 
The Green's functions are determined from the 
Gor'kov equations[!] and depend on H directly; in 
addition, they depend on it via the ordering parame
ter !::J.. If the field satisfies the condition 

d I so~ p = eH iP I 4 ~ 1 (1) 

(d-thickness of film, ~ 0 = v /Tc -correlation para
meter), the direct field dependence of the physical 
quantities can be neglected for fixed !::J.. Then in 
the zeroth approximation the dependence on the 
field will enter only via /::,.. For example, the gap 
in the excitation spectrum differs from/::,. by only a 
quantity of the order of p 2t,. almost everywhere ex
cept in a narrow region of angles of the order of 
t,.C 2J. As will be shown later, the dependence of /::,. 
on the field cannot be neglected even when p « 1. 

In Sec. 1 we find the value of !::J. for pure thin 
films in a magnetic field. We consider only fields 
directed along the film and satisfying the condition 
d/~ 0 « p « 1. Owing to quantum effects, the field 
is bounded from below by p » (p0df1• However, 
this limitation is weak and applies to almost all 
fields up to critical. The equations have been ob
tained for both diffuse and specular reflection from 
the walls. The case of specular reflection was con
sidered by Nambu and Tuan [3], who obtained the 
dependence of !::J. on the field for the case of weak 
fields (p « (p0df1). However, even for such fields 
the answer is true only in order of magnitude, in 
view of the linear divergence of each term of the 
perturbation-theory series. 

In Sec. 2 we present a comparison with experi
mental values of !::J., obtained from experiments on 
the absorption of a high frequency field. 

1. EQUATION FOR THE ORDERING PARAMETER 
!::J.. 

In the case in question (p « 1), !::J. depends little 
on the coordinates. For diffuse reflection and for 
the critical point this was demonstrated by 
Shapoval [ 4] (for the specular case this is shown 
in the Appendix). Therefore the assumption that !::J. 
has a weak dependence on the coordinates is natural 
when H <He· 

In Gor'kov's equations[!] the ordering parameter 
!::J.(r) is determined from the supplementary condi
tion 

~(r) = It• IT~ f:f"' (r, r). 
1 • n (2) 
"'n 

The Green's Function 5'wn(r, r') is determined 
from the Gor'kov equations for specified !::J.(r), and 
depends on the magnetic field H as a parameter. 
In very weak fields ( p « (p0df1) the correction to 
!::J. is quadratic in the field. In order of magnitude, 
this correction was calculated by Nambu and 
Tuan [3]. 

In stronger fields (d/~ 0 « p « 1), a linear term 
appears in the expansion of the function 5' wn (r, r') 
in powers of p (for fixed !::J.). In first approximation 
we obtain 

The function 5' 2:.,n (!::J.) is obtained from Gor 'kov's 
equations without a magnetic field, and does not 
depend on the thickness of the film: 

5' o (~) _ ~mpo 
"'n - 2Jt ( Wn2 + ~:i) 'h • 

(4) 

In determining the sum of ~ 1 over wn, we con
fine ourselves to logarithmic accuracy. For this 
purpose it is sufficient to know ~ 1 in the frequency 
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region lwnl » ~. For such frequencies, however, 
IS' t can be expanded in powers of~: 

!:J. ( !:J. )3 
IS'i{ffin,!l.)=C1lwnl +C2 ~ + ... (5) 

With logarithmic accuracy we can retain in (5) only 
the first term. Then IS' t is proportional to ~ and 
can therefore be obtained from the equation for ~ 
at the critical point. 

Using the results of Shapoval [ 4] for diffuse re
flection, and formula (19) of the Appendix, we ob-
tain 

C1 dif =~/a, C,spec= 5/a for lffinl~vp/d, 

(6) 

From (3) and (6) we get an equation for~: 

!l.o ~ (n!:J.) (soP) In~=2.Li (-)n+1Ko T +C1pln d~ . 
1 

(7) 

Here 

!l.o = !:J. (T = 0, H = 0). 

Comparison with the formulas for the critical 
fields in contaminated films shows that in order 
for (7) to be applicable it is necessary that the 
mean free path l satisfy the condition 

l~2pv /3nT. (8) 

In the vicinity of the critical field ~ is small, 
and expanding ~S'/Ln(~) in powers of (~/T) 2 , we ob
tain 

!:J.2= 2(nT)2e~c (H -H)I (Pso) (9) 
7S(3) 1 c n cl • 

If the correction to~. due to turning on the field, 
is small, for which purpose it is necessary that the 
second term in (7) be small, then 

!:J.2 =!:J.2(T){ 1-:.pCdn(P!o)}. (10) 

Here Ns is the number of superconducting electrons: 

N 
N• = nT!l.2(T) ~ [ffin2 + !:J.2(T)]-'i,, (11) 

m,. 

Formulas (7), (9), and (10) are valid only under 
the condition 

In (soP I d)·> 1. (12) 

This means that the fields should be sufficiently 
strong. For T close to Tc, formulas (9) and (10) 
coincide. Condition (12) leads to a limitation on the 
closeness ofT to Tc: 

{d/so) ~p~1- T /Tc. (13) 

2. ABSORPTION OF ffiGH FREQUENCY FIELD 

The coefficient k for absorption of a high-fre
quency field by a superconducting film depends on 
H in two ways, directly and via ~. When p « 1 the 
direct dependence on H can be neglected. We then 
obtain fork the usual expression in the absence of 
the field, but with~= ~(H). One cannot neglect the 
dependence of~ on H even when p « 1, since the 
quantity p is multiplied in Eq. (7) for ~ by a large 
logarithm. 

White and Tinkham [ 5] measured the absorption 
of the high-frequency field in superconducting films 
of indium, tin, and lead. This yielded, on the basis 
of Miller's calculations[6J, a relation~= ~(H). 
The theoretical and experimental values for tin are 
shown in the figure. We see that a decrease in fre
quency leads to a decrease of ~exp· 

tl,deg 
6 

2 
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Dependence of the ordering parameter !:J. on the magnetic field: 
1 = w = 4.5 x 1011 sec - 1, 2 - w = 2.1 x 1011 sec - 1 3 - diffuse 
reflection, 4 - specular reflection; the continuous curves -
experiment, dashed curves - calculation. 

This result can be understood by assuming that 
the absorption is in fact determined not by~. but 
by a certain effective gap in the spectrum. In a 
magnetic field ~ and the gap in the spectrum do not 
coincide and, as shown in an earlier paper[ 2J, in 
the case of specular reflection the spectrum of the 
single-particle excitations is strongly altered even 
when p « 1. There exists a region of angles of the 
order of p, for which the gap in the spectrum is 
small. A decrease in the frequency leads to a rela
tive increase in the contribution to the absorption 
of the angles with small gap, and this is manifest as 
a decrease of ~exp· 

When T, w «~.the absorption is determined 
just by the angles with small gap. Therefore in this 
case the value obtained for Dexp will be strongly 
underestimated. 

Experiments with tin at T = 2°, Wt = 2.1 
x 1011 sec-t, w2 = 4.5 x 1011 sec-t, and d = 325 .AC 5J 
yield relatively satisfactory agreement with theory. 
The relatively small deviations of Dexp for differ
ent frequencies serve as an experimental confirma-
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tion that it is impossible to neglect the direct 
dependence of the absorption coefficient on the 
field. 

In experiments on lead p was not small, Pc 

~ 0.8. This should have led to strong differences 
of~ for different frequencies. Unfortunately, the 
value of ~ given in [ 5] was obtained from measure
ments at only one frequency. The mean free path 
can be determined from comparison of the critical 
fields with the theoretical formulas. Such a com
parison shows that the films used in [ 5] were not 
very pure. In particular, for samples of tin at 
T = 2° we have 37rTl/2pcv ~ 3, that is, condition 
(8) is rather poorly satisfied. 

For samples of indium, the value of the critical 
field obtained from (7) is much higher than the ex
perimental one. This is apparently connected with 
the fact that the mean free path in indium is l « ~ 0• 

In conclusion I am grateful to A. I. Larkin for 
directing the work and E. A. Shapoval for valuable 
remarks. 

APPENDIX 

CRITICAL FIELDS OF THIN SUPERCONDUCTING 
FILMS (SPECULAR REFLECTION) 

At the transition point (~- O) Gor'kov's equa
tions can be expanded in powers of~. In the ap
proximation linear in ~ we obtain 

"'n 

= I A. I 1' LJ ~ @_.., (r~> r) ~· (r,) &"' (r~> r) dr,. (14) 
"'n 

If the film thickness d satisfies the condition 
d » p01, then quantization in the transverse direc
tion is insignificant and the film problem becomes 
equivalent to the problem of a bulky superconductor 
with periodic potential 

A(z + 2d) = A(z), Ay = Az = 0, 

A,(z)=H(-1/2d+lzl), -d~z~d. (15) 

In the quasiclassical approximation 
r 

<5"' (r, r') = @l~ (r- r') exp [ie ~A diJ. (16) 
r' 

From (14), (16) we obtain (R = lr- rtf) 

r 

>< exp [ - 21: I R - 2i ~ A dl J dr1. 
r, 

(17) 

When lwl » vp/d, the region of small R is essen
tial, and the two last factors in (17) can be taken at 
r = r 1• When lwl « vp/d, we can average the inte
grand in (17) over the distances r 1 of order of d. 
Carrying out the averaging, we obtain 

(18) 

where t = 2z/d and ln y = 0.577. For p « 1 it fol
lows from (18) that 

C1 = 5/6 for I w I.Z:: v.p I d, 

Ct=O for lwl'?>vp/d, 

6 Tc I ( vp) p0 = 5 lnT ln d 

(19) 

(20) 

We note that integral equation (18) can be re
duced to a differential equation. 
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